
 

THE WIDER CIRCLE: ANSWERING THE QUESTIONS! 

Q1. Art and literature have been intertwined since time immemorial. What particularly attracted you to 

producing work inspired by The English Cantos and how does it fit with your usual style and creative 

output? 

 

Words are constantly intertwined with my work, they help me set the scene, and being naturally 
very analytical they enable me to clear things in my head! I constantly undertake critiques of my 
work in progress, techniques, outcomes etc. 

While walking I carry a notebook and jot down key words and phrases that relate to my 
observations, to be put to good use in the studio later on.  I appreciate challenge and was 
intrigued by Dante and the English cantos. Literature can prove inspirational and become a great 
stimulus for glass outcomes. I responded to  ‘Dissolution and Revolution’ for Romsey Abbey and 
the research for this was extensive, resulting in glass panels that captured the emotion of the 

period. 

With this body of glass work I have tended to relate constantly to both Dante and the English 

cantos, for me they seem intertwined. 

Q2. The journey James Sale describes, and the influences of Dante, are in some ways quite bleak, though 

there is an uplifting current beneath the darkness. How do you find engaging with these darker themes? 

 

I constantly feel things very deeply and many occurrences in my own life affect me equally. Our 

emotions require an outlet and for me this is my work, be it paint, glass or pottery. It is solace. The 

darker themes exist across life and there is always light and hope; to some degree part of life’s rich 

pattern.   

Q3. What is your favourite moment from The English Cantos so far and, if you have produced work in 

response to it, how did you approach this? 

 

My work evolves and I always tackle multiple pieces, so one can potentially feed off another.  I 

read, extract, respond, and then allow the work to have its own voice. There is an underlying 

presence of the words: as such no favourite... just a sense of constancy. 

Q4. Are you a planner, who knows where a piece of work is going, or more explorative in your approach? 

Has working on The English Cantos changed any aspect of your process? 

 

Yes, I am a planner, in the case of glass it is frequently necessary to test out certain processes. 
Also, it is very helpful to have an indication of spatial areas on the kiln fire paper to guide the 
positioning of the glass. However, a lot of glass changes when fired in the kiln, this cannot be 
planned for. Similarly, if you are employing layering techniques [which I am constantly] the 
outcome will always be a surprise. Frequently I am disappointed, it is all rather unpredictable; you 
just have to embrace these aspects!  

My processes are constant; they are the foundations on which I build. 

 

 

 



Q5. What are your preferred artistic mediums and how do these allow you to express your intention? 

 

I aim to adopt a ‘painterly’ approach within my work – this applies to my paintings, glass and 

pottery. The outcomes arrive out of a passion for surface, colour and layering techniques – all 

underpinned by emotion. I work across all 3 media appropriately, often I can see in my mind’s eye 

that a particular context might suit a certain discipline. However often one approach will naturally 

lead into another.  

Q6. Do you have a favourite story, book, or poem? Can you tell us a little bit about why it’s your favourite? 

 

I read constantly, jump around a bit. Recently in connection with my 40 days of a forest journey, I 

have been looking at the work of Hamish Fulton – inspirational. 

Q7. Who are the main artistic influences on your work? Do you think any of these have a connection to 

Dante Alighieri? If so, why? 

 

The inherent artistic influences tend to be embedded in my past Art teaching career. Originally the 

likes of John Piper, Picasso, Nicholson, Howard Hodgkin, however this has broadened out 

considerably.  I draw on past knowledge and experience of the work of others in varying ways.  


